
 
 

Relentless 
 

Definition: "Steady and Persistent" 
 
These professional musicians have been performing music since their teens. They love music, 
they love performing, and they love making an audience happy! The repertoire includes well over 
2000 songs from the sublime to the totally ridiculous. If you want to hear something, just ask. 
They probably know it. If not, just "hum a few bars". 
 
On Guitar and lead vocals is Chris Hampton of Athens. Chris plays lead and rhythm guitar and 
is the primary vocalist for the band. He has shared the stage with or has opened for many 
influential acts such as George Jones, David Allen Coe and Ricky Nelson. Chris was also a 
member of  T Graham Brown's band. He has performed nationally and internationally and was a 
member of the USO's tour band in Germany. 
 
On Keyboard, bass, and vocals is John Lee, also of Athens. John is a Graduate of Oberlin 
College and a classically trained pianist. He has traveled, toured and recorded for various artist 
for over thirty years. His insight to musical trends is what keeps CHB on the path of continued 
success.  
 
On drums and vocals is Scott Moody. Scott is from Monroe, Georgia and is Relentless's  
rhythmic backbone. His ability to groove in any style of music is a major factor in the band's 
ability to perform all genre's of music. Scott's musical talents do not stop at the drums. He is 
a well-respected vocalist, and also an accomplished guitar and piano player. Scott has opened 



for or has shared the stage with many artists, including, Conway Twitty,  Vern Gosdin, David 
Allen Coe, and the Shenandoah Band.  
 
On Sax and percussion is Dave Galloway of Anderson, SC. Dave has performed Rhythm & Blues 
for over 40 years with artists such as The Four Tops, Arthur Conley, Percy Sledge, The 
Impressions, and Clifford Curry. 
 
The group can expand as necessary to include a female vocalist and additional horns. Most 
musicians are veterans of the original Still Cruzin' Band, which is well known and often 
imitated. Complete sound system and stage lighting are always included in the package. 
 
 
 
 

 


